
Design bio

MSc Digital Designer
Experienced digital designer with a MSc in Service Design from IT 

University Copenhagen. The last three years I’ve lived as startup 
co-founder, leading design and product development, resulting 

in hundreds of digital and print visuals, a full crowdsourced book, 
dozens of side project websites, Wordpress development and 

marketing material.

By starting a project with me you’re ensured a design that is 1) 
Based on the latest design and tech movements and 2) Based on a 

strong theoretical foundation.

I design and develop Wordpress-sites from the ground up.



DIGITAL SERVICES + SERVICE DESIGN + DIGITAL DESIGN + WEB DESIGN + RAPID PROTOTYPING + UX + CROWD 
SOURCING + DIGITAL TRENDS + VISUAL IDENTITIES + CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT + LATERAL THINKING + SOCIAL 

MEDIA + GAMIFICATION + TEAM WORK AND MANAGEMENT + STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION + WORDPRESS 
DEVELOPMENT

Design toolkit

Productivity User engagement & Support

Marketing Design

Platform creation

Analytics

Slack 
Trello 
Monday 
Evernote 
Pomodoro technique 
Zapier 

Mailchimp 
Intercom 
KickOffLabs 
Typeform 

LinkedIn (Growth of 5k+ connection 
accounts and sustained marketing) 
Facebook (Growth of 2.3k+ page, Pixel 
tracking etc) 
Twitter (Growth of 1.5k+ page) 
Instagram (Growth of 1k+ profile) 
Reddit (Growth of 1k+ karma) 
Sniply (Call to actions through links) 
Vyper (Contests with 1k+ participants) 

InDesign (A full book) 
Photoshop (200+ visuals) 
After Effects (10+ 3 minute videos) 
Illustrator (Logo design, support for 
Photoshop) 
InVision (Mockups for agile develop-
ment) 

Wordpress 
WooCommerce 
Kickstarter (300%+ funded) 
Sublime text editor
Filezilla

Intercom (Data tracking of 5k+ users) 
Google Analytics (Weekly tracking, set 
up of goals, Zapier integrations) 



Design Communication

Experiences as an entrepreneurMarketing

My Master in Digital Design is inherently generalistic. It came to 
its right as a co-founder, where I worked extensively with product 
creation, UX, UI, design processes on a daily team basis, prob-
lem-setting versus problem-solving and much more. Software 
wise, I’ve had hundreds of hours in Adobe software and challenged 
myself to bi-annually learn a new tool, which also led me to cre-
ate marketing videos in After Effects. My theoretical foundation is 
strong with two academic degree (unlike some designers who got 
a profession bachelor).

Communication weaves in and out of all other f ields. Most prom-
inently, I’ve tested my communication skills hands in four main 
areas. 1) To target groups in short form via in thousands of social 
media posts, hundreds of weekly emails to users, activation emails 
and messages for visitors, and via hundreds of visuals like gifs, 
banners and infographics. 2) To target groups in long form via 
monthly updates and blog articles. 3) In daily support via Inter-
com’s message service allowing us to have conversations daily, re-
sulting in 2000+ meetings with users. 4) Internally through Slack, 
Trello and in-house, communicating clearly and collegially as a 
leader and fellow team member.

I’ve been stressed more than half the time the past three years. 
It has taught me how my mind and body function under various 
types of pressure; many working hours, flexible work hours, man-
aging others, dealing with very limited funds, a high degree of 
uncertainty and statistically bad odds, and f inally an always uphill 
battle of getting things off the ground, not dwelling (too long) 
on your successes. Starting the company Craft whilst writing my 
thesis and moving straight into the life of an entrepreneur has 
been the most  rewarding experience, forcing me to adapt to an 
unnumbered amount of new situations. I now have many do’s and 
don’ts to pass on and follow myself.

Starting a Twitter from scratch is a daunting task, peeping into an 
echo chamber with only the few followers you’ve gathered, sup-
porting your endeavour. I’ve learned the persistency of keeping 
at it, aiming for the saturated mass where a dozen new followers 
is not the cheer-invegorating experience it was in the start. The 
other leg of  my marketing experience is growth hacking; a scold-
ed term I still perceive as important. With limited funds, time and 
human resources, you need to be innovative. I’ve learned to tap 
into Zapier, create advanced conversion funnels for trial accounts 
using Mailchimp and many more services, without spending more 
than a handful of dollars. I’ve adapted to the harsh environment of 
Reddit and many even more niche forums, speaking the language 
of the various target groups.

Design profile



Design education

Education

Goals

Work experience

Master in Digital Design & 
Communication with a speciality in 
Service Design. From IT University of 
Copenhagen

2013-2015

Go from adept to skilled illustrator in 
vector

2018

Co-Founder & Creative director of Craft2015-2018

Bachelor of Science (B.S.), Informatics 
and Communication. 
From Roskilde University

2010-2013

Go from adept to skilled motion 
designer

2019

Freelance digital designer 
at Emilvillumsen.com

2014-

Web designer at f ilm charity collective 
Team Generous

2013-2014

Digital assistant for entrepreneur 
Martin Thorborg, Wordpress work.

2012-2016

Communication planner and part of 
starting a second-hand store

2012-2013



Design examples

Web design



Design examples

Book design



Design examples

Marketing material



Get in touch

Drop me a line
emil_villumsen@hotmail.com


